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Meet Our Team

Sensational 7 Robotics was founded by our coaches Zachary and Jean Quinton in
2018. They wanted to foster a love of engineering in their sons and their friends through
robotics. As a homeschooling family, Mr. Zack was concerned that his children weren’t
getting this opportunity so he decided to coach a FIRST Tech Challenge team for them.
His wife (and homeschool mom) jumped in to help organize the team, teach us to create
goals and develop our presentation skills.
We began as a team of seven homeschoolers in 2018. We have lost members and
gained members over the past three years, but four original members have stayed on to
teach and mentor new members. This year we have one new member. He is in 6th
grade, but is one of our fastest learners. He has already learned so much about
AutoDesk Fusion that he is helping veteran members.
Our team is committed to learning as much as we can about Java Programming and
AutoDesk Fusion. We have focused a lot this year on viewing online tutorials to
advance our understanding and proficiency in using these programs.
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About Our Members

Aiden is in 10th grade and an
original member. He is
proficient in block
programming, AutoDesk
Fusion, and driving.

Ian is in 10th grade and an
original member. He is
proficient in AutoDesk
Fusion. At competitions, Ian
takes the lead as a scout and
takes notes on other robots.

Jack is in 10th grade and an
original member. He is
proficient in both Block and
Java programming. He is our
Programming Team Lead.

Our Mentors:

Brody is in 6th grade and a
new member this season. He
has become proficient in
building and AutoDesk
Fusion. He is an excellent
driver and is showing interest
and skill in block
programming.

Ethan is in 8th grade and an
original member. He is
proficient in AutoDesk
Fusion, driving, and is our
Build Team Lead.

Mr. Zack is our coach. He is
an engineer with
Schlumberger and a graduate
of Texas A&M University’s
Petroleum Engineering
Department.
Mrs. Jean is our assistant
coach. She is also a graduate
of Texas A&M University. Her
degree is in Education.

Mission Statement
The Sensational Seven seeks to learn science and engineering principles through research,
design, building, and programming while participating in FIRST Tech Challenge this year. We
also seek to meet other science and engineering minded people and prove ourselves to be
worthy competitors in our current season.
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Sponsorship and Funding
In our rookie year we thought it was impossible to gain sponsors as a homeschooling
team. Our team members were too shy to go out in the community. Three years later,
we are members of ASSiST, a 501-3C organization aimed to advance STEM education,
and are completely funded through our five sponsor companies, a Gene Haas
Foundation Grant, and donations from family and friends.
● Total Income: $3795.00
● Our Sponsors:
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Community Connections
● Advancing STEM for Students in South Texas (ASSiST): We are part of this
501(c)(3) organization. Through them we have been able to connect with other
FTC teams for Kahoot sessions on Zoom.
● Saint John XXIII Robotics: We have reached out to SJ23 Robotics in order to
scrimmage before meets. Aiden is a student at the school, but decided to stay on
our team instead of joining the school team. They have not been ready to meet
with us yet, but we are looking forward to the possibility in the future.
● Sponsors: All of our sponsors have expressed interest in having us present our
robot and season successes this spring. We have scheduled a meeting already
with Sommet Strategies and The Roof Man, LLC.
Sustainability Plan
We added Aiden and Ethan’s brother, Brody to the team this year. He is very excited to
finally be included in everything he has been watching for the last few years. He is
proving to be a valuable member of our team. As the siblings of the members of our
team grow and start to express interest in robotics, they will be able to join our team.
We would like to continue recruiting homeschool families in order to give them the same
experiences that we have had. At our homeschool co-op’s end of the year program, we
plan to present our robot and promote FIRST. Hopefully we will be able to find new team
members this way as well.
We plan on providing another workshop series this year in our garage for homeschool
children who are interested in joining our team. Because of our Facebook page and
website, more homeschool families in our area are finding out about us. We have had a
few people express interest in joining our team next year.
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Outreach
● Workshops: Last summer we created a three day workshop which our siblings
attended. We focused on Building, Programming, and Game Strategy. Our
siblings had a lot of fun learning to use our tetrix pieces to build a base from
instructions, using block programming to navigate simple courses, and trying
their hand at driving our competition robot on the game field.

● Android Studio: Jack, our programmer, is developing a video on how to use
Android Studio with FTC robots. After this video release, he plans to also create
a video on how to use GitHub with FTC robots.
● Social media: We have created a website that you can find at
www.sensational7robotics.com. We are gaining more views every month. You
can also find us on Facebook at FTC Sensational Seven #14785. We are using
these two platforms to share what we are learning and highlighting our sponsors.

● GitHub: We also have all of the OpModes we use in a public GitHub repository,
as well as our custom library which streamlines basic robot functionality. It is our
hope this work helps other FTC teams.
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Meet Our Robot

This is our robot, Smarto. He was given this name because we decided he needed the name of
an elephant, hence his elephant-trunk-like arm. However, he’s a rather sensitive guy, and we
didn’t want to give him a name with the word “dumb” in it. Thus, the logical conclusion was to
dub him “Smarto”.
The Mecanum wheels on his base give him great mobility. The carousel manipulator on his back
allows him to efficiently deliver rubber ducks from the carousel. Smarto also has a
velcro-attached webcam, which can be turned around by a human to give him some perspective
on his situation. And, of course, his elephant-like arm allows him to grab freight from the ground
and lift it to amazing heights.
Of course, none of this would be useful without a way to control it. Fortunately, Smarto has a
rather powerful one, as he was programmed in Java using Android Studio. A custom Java
library handles some of the basic functionality that is used in all of his OpModes, and his
autonomous and TeleOp programs use this library and their own code effectively to operate his
various mechanisms to (hopefully) score big points.
All of Smarto’s hardware and software aspects have gone through many iterations, and while
still not perfect, both he and the rest of the team have learned many things on their journey.
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Autonomous plans:
Blue (Red) Carousel
Robot starts where pre-loaded freight is in image, with front
facing towards warehouse
1. Use webcam to identify team Shipping element and its
position
2. Operate the arm mechanism to reach correct level on
Shipping Hub
3. Move backwards to position carousel manipulator on
carousel
4. Operate carousel manipulator to deliver rubber duck to field
5. Use Mecanum wheels to strafe right (left) until in front of Shipping Hub
6. Move forward until directly in front of shipping hub, and drop pre-loaded freight
7. Move backwards and strafe left (right) to be parked in Storage Unit
Blue (Red) Warehouse
Robot starts where pre-loaded freight is in image, facing
Carousel
1. Use webcam to identify team Shipping element and its
position
2. Operate the arm mechanism to reach correct level on
Shipping Hub
3. Move forward until center of robot is aligned with Shipping
Hub
4. Strafe left (right) towards Shipping Hub
5. Turn 90 degrees to face Shipping Hub
6. Move forward to Shipping Hub and drop freight
7. Move backwards until back of robot is on wall
8. Strafe directly into Warehouse to park
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What We Use and How it Works:
For basic movement about the field, we use the encoders on our wheel motors to detect how far
each wheel has turned, and whether or not each wheel has reached its destination. In order to
know how far the motor should move, we had to figure out the formula to get the amount of
encoder ticks it takes to move a specific distance, given the circumference of the wheels and
encoder ticks per full revolution. The formula is: inches to travel / circumference of wheels * ticks
per revolution
Figuring how to turn the robot was a little complicated. We decided to use a formula that figures
out the diameter of a circle that passes through the corners of the robot. Then, using the
circumference of that circle, we figure out the amount of inches that an arc of x degrees on that
circle is. Then we move the wheels that distance, one side forward and one side backward,
depending on the direction of the rotation. The formula for the diameter of the circle is:
sqrt(width of robot ^2 + height of robot ^2). Then, the circumference is determined by: diameter *
pi. The distance for each wheel to move is then determined by: circumference * (degrees to turn
/ 360). Fortunately, our programmer finished geometry before they had to figure this out.
For forward and backward movement, we were able to add in some extra redundancy. Using the
distance sensor on the back of the robot, we are able to tell how close we are to the field’s wall.
We can then determine the distance to travel using this formula: distance to travel = desired
distance from wall - current distance to wall.
In order to determine the position of our Shipping Element on the field, and thus the selected
level that the pre-loaded freight should be placed on, we use a webcam and a custom
TensorFlow model that was generated using the FTC Machine Learning tool.
To keep our arm mechanism at the correct level, we set its mode to Run to Position mode. This
allows us to use the motor’s encoder to set a target position for the motor, which it will
continuously attempt to maintain.

High Scores and Consistency Rates:
Carousel Side:
Highest Score: 36 Points

Percent Consistency: 93% (From 15 tests)

Warehouse Side:
Highest Score: 30 Points

Percent Consistency: 80% (From 5 tests)
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RobotBasics Library
During previous seasons, in order to create our OpModes, we used the blocks programming
language. While using it, we often found ourselves spending a lot of time writing very similar,
repetitive code. Once we started using Java, an advantage of this language soon made itself
apparent: we could compile functions for basic, repetitive tasks, into a library, and use them from
any other OpMode. Thus, RobotBasics came to be. Below are two of its most useful features:

Wheel Groups
Wheel groups are great for streamlining wheel motor actions. When a programmer needs to
perform batch operations on four wheels, they can create a wheel group containing four wheel
motors, and easily power them, set their target position, and change their mode all at once.
Code Without Wheel Groups:

Code With Wheel Groups:

Actions
In RobotBasics, an Action is a set of instructions that has an start phase and a looping phase.
The start phase happens only once, while the loop phase repeats until the action finishes. This
is very useful for tasks the robot must complete that take more than one loop of the code to
finish. For example, moving the robot a specific distance and stopping once it has reached its
location. Programmers can create their own actions to give to RobotBasics to perform, but the
library also comes with two of its own, with more to come:
●
●

Move the robot a specific distance
Turn the robot a specific number of degrees

As mentioned previously, all of our code is available on GitHub.
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Building and Design Strategy

Our strategy this season was to develop our CAD skills and use Fusion 360 to design
our ideas on our own time, present the finished drawings to the team during the
meeting, and then build our ideas with the actual pieces. This was a much more efficient
way for our team to work.
Intake Ideas

Claw Ideas

Base Ideas

Lift Ideas
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Robot Iterations
● Iteration 1: Tetrix Base with Linear Slide and Tetrix Bucket
○ Motors are in the way of the bucket intake
○ Robot is too wide to fit through the barriers
○ Bucket is too heavy for servos
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● Iteration 2: GoBilda Base, Linear Slide with Bucket and Flipper
○ Pulley system for linear slide, but string keeps getting tangled
○ Wheel gears keep sliding
○ Narrower base allows us to fit through barrier
○ Wires catching in slide prevent it from extending
○ Flippers were are not able to push cubes into the bucket effectively
○ Switched to a plexiglass bucket. Lighter but not strong enough
○ Carousel Spinner works well but ducks keep falling and getting stuck on
the base losing us points in the last competition.
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● Iteration 3: Arm with Gripper and Gears
○ Changed out linear slide for an arm that lifts using gears
○ Gears slip, raises too slowly
○ Cubes slide out of the gripper
○ Changed the base design because the gears were slipping on the drive
motors
○ Motors are now direct drive

● Iteration 4: Arm with Gripper and Chains
○ Switched out the gears with a chain and motor
○ Arm raises much smoother and faster
○ Zip tied the wires inside the channel to keep them out of the way
○ Added the webcam for TensorFlow
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● Iteration 5: Arm with Gripper, Chains, and Padding
○ Added foam to the ends of the gripper to give more friction

● Iteration 6: Wheel Change
○ Wheels were slipping off the axles
○ Added a D-shaped GoBilda hub instead of a set screw circular hub which
gave the motor shaft a better clamping surface so it wouldn’t slip.
○ Added the same kind of hub to the lift motor to prevent slipping
○ Ducks kept getting stuck on our base
○ Built a duck shield with tetrix flat plates.
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● Iteration 6: Longer Arm for Capping
○ Through trial and error, we figured out how much longer our arm needed
to be in order to cap.
○ Added a longer flat to the arm to make it 3.5 inches longer
○ Raised the pivot point 2 inches
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